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Unit in Theatrical Makeup 

Unit overview: 
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Elaborated Unit Overview  

I. Lesson 1: Introduction to Makeup, Lighting, Shadowing and Highlighting. 

 a. Lighting  

  i. Warm up drawing shadowing on an object with blending techniques  

  ii. Physically use flashlight to see how different angles affect the face 

 b. Introduction of shadowing and highlighting 

  i. Lecture and feel for where the face sticks out and where it sinks 

  ii. Purpose of shadowing and highlighting as well as where to apply; supply  

     photos of the makeup done 

  iii. Pass around Ben Nye makeup pieces 

 

 c. Activity 

  i. Draw straight corrective makeup on schematic; reflect and assess  

 

Lesson 1: Introduction to Makeup, Lighting,    
        Shadowing and Highlighting. 

Lesson 2: Skin Care, Features of the Face and 
        Elder Makeup 

Lesson 3: History of Makeup 

Lesson 4: Bruises, Scars and Prosthetics  
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II. Lesson 2: Skin Care, Features of the Face and Elderly Makeup  

a. Lecture on proper skin care techniques and routines 

       i. Pass around suggested brands and washes for different skin types 

b. Watch videos of actors with elderly makeup 

i. Visual examples of how the makeup creates more dynamic for characters 

c. Work on where to apply previously learned shadowing skills onto the face 

i. Draw schematic with a partner 

ii. Character-building exercises to feel where wrinkles etc., would be on face 

III. Lesson 3: History of Makeup 

a. How did the concept of makeup begin? Where? 

b. Why do we use makeup in theatre and real life? 

c. Engage in period makeup activity 

i. Each group receives a period and is prompted to draw the makeup as 

accurately as they can 

ii. Compare the groups ideas and reasoning with actual vital makeup periods 

       d. Lecture on and show the class what made each makeup period throughout time 

historical and influential on makeup today 

IV. Lesson 4: Bruises, Scars, and Prosthetics 

a. Viewing video of theatrical “gore” from MacBeth  

i. Ask students what they saw and their ideas of how it was executed 

b. Provide an example of a bullet wound on myself; students watch and note the 

process 

c. Students are given the small materials needed and create a wound on themselves 

d. Supply students with tips on how to make fake blood, color coordinating, and 

show the supplies needed for each wound 

V. Lesson 5: Final Personal Creation and Basic Stage Makeup Presentation 

a. Students bring in the finalized schematic of their fantasy design  

b. Students apply their final makeup design onto their face as a final presentation 

c. Students share with the class their inspirations for their design and what 

techniques they used to apply it onto a face 

 

 

 

Calendar  

Monday (block, 90 

minutes) 

Tuesday (block, 

90 minutes) 

Wednesday (block, 

90 minutes) 

Thursday (block, 90 

minutes) 

Friday (no block, 

50 minutes 

Lesson 1: 

Introduction to 

Makeup, Lighting, 

Shadowing and 

Highlighting 

Off  Lesson 2: Skin 

Care, Features of 

the Face and 

Elderly Makeup 

 

Off  Lesson 2: Skin 

Care, Features of 

the Face and 

Elderly Makeup 

 

Lesson 3: History 

of Makeup  

Off Lesson 3: History 

of Makeup  

Off Lesson 3: History 

of Makeup  

Lesson 4: Bruises, 

Scars, and 

Prosthetics  

Off Lesson 4: Bruises, 

Scars, and 

Prosthetics  

Off Lesson 4: Bruises, 

Scars, and 

Prosthetics  
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Lesson 5: Final 

Personal Creation 

and Basic Stage     

Makeup 

Presentation 

Off Lesson 5: Final 

Personal Creation 

and Basic Stage     

Makeup 

Presentation 

Off Lesson 5: Final 

Personal Creation 

and Basic Stage     

Makeup 

Presentation 

 

 

Lesson Outcomes 

After this unit, students will understand the history and influence that theatrical makeup holds on 

theatrical advancements by further expressing characters to audiences resulting in a clear story 

on stage. Students practice and strengthen skills that they may have already learned in previous 

performances requiring theatrical makeup or day to day appliance of makeup. Students will also 

select their choice of fantasy makeup design and create their makeup schematic upon their faces 

for a final presentation and submission. This will enable students to grow within backstage 

theatre requirements instead of only acting and performing. Students will grow in understanding 

the influences of a different makeup techniques and how the makeup design affects the 

audience’s interpretation of a character and provides further understanding of the people’s 

important characteristics within the show. Students will grow in collaborating with their peers 

within selecting, creating, and presenting a final theatrical makeup design. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work Sample II 

Description of Setting  
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Community: Greeley, CO 

 Demographics 

o 46.55 square miles 

o Population (2012): 95,357 

o People under 18 years: 25.8% 

o People over 65 years: 10.7% 

o White: 59.3% 

o Hispanic/Latino: 36.0% 

o African American: 1.7% 

o Two or more races: 3.4% 

o Foreign-born: 11% 

o Language other than English spoken at home: 24.1% 

o Housing units: 36,323 

o Home ownership rate: 57.1% 

o Median household income: $44,226 

o Persons below poverty level: 23.5% 

 Occupation and labor statistics 

o Unemployment rate: 6.1 % (7,600) 

o Farming: 11.6% 

o Mining, logging, and construction: 13.3% 

o Manufacturing: 11.7% 

o Trade, transportation, and utilities: 15.8% 

o Information: .6% 

o Financial activities: 4% 

o Professional and business services: 8.4% 

o Education and health services: 8.5% 

o Leisure and hospitality: 7.3% 

o Government: 16.4% 

 Opportunities for community involvement 

o Downtown Greeley 

 Ice Haus 

 Restaurants 

 Shopping 

 Union Colony Civic Center 

o Family FunPlex 

o Farmers Market 

o Greeley Recreation Center 

o Island Grove Park 

o Golfing 

o Jesus Rodarte Center 

o Museums 

o Poudre River Trail 

o Boys and Girls Club 

o University of Northern Colorado  

o Weld County Food Bank 

 Greeley-Evans School District 6 
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o 20,382 students from Greeley and Evans 

o 25 public schools, 5 charter schools, and 1 online academy 

o Over 50 different languages represented 

o 59% Hispanic, 35% white, 2% Asian/Pacific Islander, 2% African American, 2% 

multiracial, 1% American Indian 

o 64% of students qualify for reduced-price or free meals 

o 80% of students graduate on time 

o 49% of teachers have a master’s degree 

o Career pathway programs 

 Architecture 

 Arts magnet 

 Construction 

 Criminal justice 

 Culinary arts 

 Entrepreneurship 

 Fire science 

 Health science 

 International Baccalaureate 

 Marine Corps JROTC 

 Science Technology Engineering Math Academy (STEM) 

 Teacher education 

 

School: Greeley West High School 

 2401 35th Avenue, Greeley, CO 80634 – one central building with 3 external classroom 

units, 2 gymnasiums, an auditorium, and a horticulture space 

 Grades 9-12 

 1,464 students 

 9 administrators, 82 teachers, 6 counselors 

 1:21 teacher-student ratio 

 563 students eligible for free lunch (38%) 

 Demographics 

o Hispanic: 52% 

o White: 41% 

o Asian: 3% 

o African American: 2% 

o Two or more races: 1% 

 2017-2018 schedule 

o Monday: 7:15-1:45 (all classes) – Early Release for Professional Development 

o Tuesday: 7:15-3:15 (all classes) 

o Wednesday: 7:15-3:15 (blocks 1, 3, 5, and 7) 

o Thursday: 7:15-3:15 (blocks 2, 4, 6, and 8) 

o Friday: 7:15-3:15 (all classes) 

 Educational programs and courses 

o AVID Tutoring 

o International Baccalaureate 

o Newcomers for English Language Learners   
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o Careers and Life Choices 

o Business 

o Construction Trades 

o Credit Recovery 

o Exceptional Student Services 

o Family/Consumer Sciences 

o Gifted and Talented 

o Vocational Education 

 Clubs 

o Anime 

o Art 

o Big Brothers and Sisters 

o DECA 

o El Teatro 

o FBLA 

o FCCLA 

o Forensics 

o French 

o Horticulture 

o Link Crew 

o LULAC 

o Marching Band 

o Martial Arts 

o National Honor Society 

o No Place for Hate 

o Spanish 

o Student Council 

o Gay Straight Alliance 

o Theatre 

 Athletics  

o Football 

o Basketball (boys and girls) 

o Swimming and diving 

o Wrestling 

o Cross country 

 TCAP Results (2013) 

o Grade 9 

 Math: 21% 

 Reading: 51% 

 Writing: 38% 

o Grade 10 

 Math: 16% 

 Reading: 56% 

 Science: 30% 

 Writing: 40% 

o GreatSchools Rating 
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 Overall: 4/10 (average) 

 Test score rating: 3/10 (below average) 

 Student growth rating: 5/10 (average) 

 College readiness: 3/10 (below average) 

Classroom Description: IB Theatre 

 Auditorium 

o Seats about 400 

o Light booth 

o Sound booth 

o Teacher’s office 

o Male and female dressing rooms 

o Carpentry shop 

o Costume shop 
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Work Sample III  

Unit Goals, Colorado Academic Standards, 

and Lesson ObjectivesUnit Goals  

 

After this unit, students will understand the history and influence that theatrical makeup holds on 

advancing a performance by further expressing characters to audiences resulting in a clear story 

on stage. Students practice and strengthen skills that they may have already learned in previous 

experiences requiring theatrical makeup or day to day makeup application. Students will also 

select their choice of fantasy makeup design and create their makeup schematic on their faces for 

a final presentation and submission. This will enable students to grow in backstage theatre work, 

along with acting and performing. Students will grow in understanding the influences of different 

makeup techniques, how the makeup design affects the audience’s interpretation of a character, 

and how makeup provides further understanding of important characteristics of the show. 

Students will grow in collaborating with their peers while selecting, creating, and presenting a 

final theatrical makeup design. 

 

 

 

Colorado Academic Standards—Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts Fundamental  

Standard: 1. Create 
 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 1.  Create 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Use a variety of methods, new media, and technology to create theatrical works 

through the use of the creative process for performance, directing, design, 

construction, choreography, playwriting, scriptwriting, and dramaturgy 

 Create drama and theatre by interpreting and appreciating theatrical works, culture, 

and experience through scenes and scenarios, improvisation, creating environments, 

purposeful movement, and research 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School Expectation – 

Fundamental Pathway 
Concepts and skills students master: 

 2. Technical elements of theatre in improvised and scripted 
works 
Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 

Competencies 
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Students in the fundamental 

pathway can: 

a. Demonstrate how to 

run a sound board 

and light board (DOK 

1-2) 

b. Show how to build 

simple pieces of 

scenery, and apply 

several different 

painting techniques 

(DOK 1-2) 

c. Apply basic 

makeup 

techniques for the 

stage (DOK 1-2) 

d. Identify appropriate 

stage properties and 

costumes for a given 

production (DOK 1-3) 

e. Create a publicity 

campaign for a given 

production (DOK 1-3) 

f. Understand and use 

technology to 

enhance activities 

and dramatizations  

g. Create a project that 

uses electronic media 

to present a dramatic 

form in a new or 

enhanced way (DOK 

2-3) 

h. Practice safety 

procedures for 

working with tools, 

paints, electrical 

equipment, and 

scene-shifting 

equipment (DOK 1-2) 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. Why is the technical side of theatre important? 

2. How do the technical aspects of a production 

support the overall presentation? 

3. How is the creative process influenced by the 

technical aspects of a production? 

4. How can other art forms (music, dance, visual art) 

influence devised work? 

5. In what ways can we incorporate theatrical 

makeup designs into the appearance of the 

character on stage? 

6. How does makeup impact the image of a 

performance? 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Investigating the roles of live theatre, film, cinema, 

television, and electronic media help to interpret the 

world at large. 

2. Studying technical arts can lead to careers in many 

disciplines such as architecture and design, the practice 

of law, engineering, and broadcast. 

3. Researching the numerous historical and inventive 

aspects of technical theatre leads to a deeper 

understanding of the field. 

4. Understanding improvisational technique in theatre 

gives insight to improvisation in music. 

 
 
Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

Drama and theatre are multifaceted collaborations 
that involve numerous levels of production aspects, 

problem-solving, and critical thinking skills to 

achieve a vision or concept. 

 

 

 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 1.  Create 

Prepared Graduates: 
 Use a variety of methods, new media, and technology to create theatrical works 

through the use of the creative process for performance, directing, design, 

construction, choreography, playwriting, scriptwriting, and dramaturgy 
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Grade Level Expectation: High School Expectation 

– Fundamental Pathway 

 

Concepts and skills students master:  

 3. Expression, imagination, and appreciation in group 

dynamics 

 

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 
Competencies 

 

Students in the 

fundamental pathway can: 

a. Create scenes and 

narrative structures to 

convey a dramatic 

intention (DOK 1-3) 

b. Develop improvisation 

skills through games, 

and make, accept, and 

extend offers in 

improvisation (DOK 2-

3) 

c. Use improvisation as a 

form and a key 

technique to develop 

play building (DOK 2-4) 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. Why is play creation significant? 

2. What does improvisation do for the 

development of the individual? 

3. How can improvisation assist in play creation? 

4. How will improvisation help create the final 

product for this unit? 

5. How can looking at other plays help structure 

our final makeup look? 

6. How can we successfully improvise makeup? 

 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Using current social, political, historical, and cultural 

themes, issues, or philosophies improves creative 

works. 

2. Employing improvisational skills builds on the play 

making and playwriting processes and develops 

spontaneous ingenuity in the workplace. 

3. Building on various technical sources augments 

creative works. 

 

Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. In creating makeup, an inventive, collaborative 

process is employed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 1.  Create 
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Prepared Graduates: 
 Create drama and theatre by interpreting and appreciating theatrical works, culture, 

and experience through scenes and scenarios, improvisation, creating environments, 

purposeful movement, and research 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School Expectation 

– Fundamental Pathway 

 

Concepts and skills students master:  

 4. Interpretation of drama using scripted material  

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 

Competencies 

 

Students in the 

fundamental pathway can: 

a. Select a scene from 

literature, original, or 

scripted material, and 

contribute to the 

direction of a scene as 

a member of an 

ensemble (DOK 1-4) 

b. Articulate the rationale 

for all artistic choices 

concerning historical 

periods, genres, and 

relevant playwrights 

(DOK 1-4) 

c. Determine casting, 

staging, and technical 

requirements (DOK 1-

3) 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. How does the selection of a literary work reflect the 

capabilities of the ensemble process? 

2. How does the ensemble process help to build 

character and self direction? 

3. How does a director determine casting? 

4. How can music, dance, or art convey a culture or 

experience? 

5. How does culture impact creation of makeup 

designs? 

6. What elements should be considered before 

creating a makeup work regarding culture? 

 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Participating in theatrical experiences builds 

confidence and fosters problem-solving skills. 

2. Using technology can recreate environment, 

enhance a production, and bring a creative work to 

life. 

3. Understanding the historical and cultural relevance 

of a play’s structure helps to establish the 

connection among time, place, function, and 

environment. 

 

Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. The ability to work collaboratively is realized 

through coordinating with a production staff to 

finalize production details. 
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Standard: 2. Perform 
 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 2.  Perform 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Express drama and theatre arts skills in a variety of performances, including plays, 

monologues, improvisation, purposeful movement, scenes, design, technical 

craftsmanship, media, ensemble works, and public speaking 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School – 

Fundamental Pathway 
Concepts and skills students master: 

 1. Communicate meaning to engage an audience 
Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 

Competencies 
Students in the fundamental 

pathway can: 

a. Rehearse and perform a 

scripted or improvised 

scene (DOK 1-3) 

b. Use previously acquired 

skills to demonstrate 

the ability to rehearse 

and exhibit the 

following:  

1. Original works, 

scripted plays, 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. Why rehearse and perform theatrical material? 

2. What roles does an audience play in a variety of 

performances? 

3. What role does public speaking play in the world of 

drama and theatre arts? 

4. Why must the audience be taken into account before 

the devised work is performed? 

5. How will the final performance differ than 

rehearsals when makeup is applied? 

6. How can different methods of advertising impact the 

size and type of audience? 
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scenes, and 

monologues 

2. Ensemble works 

3. Improvisation 

and purposeful 

movement 

4. Vocal control 

5. Design and 

media 

6. Public speaking  

(DOK 2-4) 

c. Demonstrate the ability 

to utilize the 

conventions of the 

following styles: 

Realism, mime, 

vaudeville, puppetry, 

clowning, comedy, 

tragedy, improvisation, 

and melodrama (DOK 1-

3) 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Understanding the historical and cultural background 

of different forms of theatre aids one in creating 

believable performances. 

2. Utilizing technology can assist in performances, 

house management systems, and budgeting 

practices. 

3. Studying drama and theatre techniques, forms, 

styles, and conventions enhances and supports 

studies in other fields such as music and dance, 

advertising and marketing, and politics. 

 
Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

Participation in individual and ensemble projects 

instills discipline, initiative, and responsibility, 
teaches conflict resolution, and promotes taking 

risks. 

 

 

 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 2.  Perform 

Prepared Graduates: 
 Demonstrate the evolution of rehearsal and product through performance and/or 

production teamwork while simultaneously validating both as essential to the theatre 

making process 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School – 

Fundamental Pathway 

 

Concepts and skills students master:  

 2. Technology reinforces, enhances, and/or alters a theatrical 

performance 

 

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 
Competencies 
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Students in the 

fundamental pathway can: 

a. Participate as a 

member of a technical 

crew and management 

team for a production 

(DOK 1-3) 

b. Inform the design of 

sets, costumes, 

sound, and lighting 

for a theatrical 

production (DOK 1-

3) 

c. Exhibit an 

understanding of the 

interrelationship 

among the technical 

aspects of 

production, onstage 

performers, and 

audiences (DOK 1-3) 

d. Apply technical 

knowledge of safety 

procedures and 

practices in the theatre 

environment (DOK 1-2) 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. Why is the technical crew important? 

2. Why is research in the support of a theatrical 

production necessary? 

3. What is the value of exhibiting and understanding 

technical aspects of a production?  

4. What is the value of hands-on learning in a 

theatrical environment? 

5. How can we incorporate technology into a 

makeup schematic? 

6. How is hands-on learning incorporated into 

makeup lesson plans? 

 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Using appropriate technology provides opportunities 

for meaningful theatrical experiences and 

expression by individuals who may not be 

performers. 

2. Recognizing safety concerns within a theatrical 

environment reflects safety in the workplace. 

3. Utilizing historical development of technological 

systems informs the connectivity to science and 

vocations such as software development, 

engineering, graphic design, and architecture. 

 

Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. Using technology in a performance promotes 

nonverbal expression, enhances production value, 

and fosters independent reasoning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 2.  Perform 

Prepared Graduates: 
 Demonstrate the evolution of rehearsal and product through performance and/or 

production teamwork while simultaneously validating both as essential to the theatre 

making process 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School – 

Fundamental Pathway 

 

Concepts and skills students master:  
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 3. Directing as an art form  

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 

Competencies 

 

Students in the 

fundamental pathway can: 

a. Select and use 

performance spaces, 

drama and theatre 

conventions, and 

production elements 

appropriate to an 

audience (DOK 1-3) 

b. Generate audience 

response (DOK 1-2) 

c. Facilitate the rehearsal 

process (DOK 1-2) 

d. Bring a vision to 

fruition (DOK 4) 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. Why is a director essential in the playmaking 

process? 

2. What is the director’s responsibility with regard to 

his or her commitment to the production concept?  

3. What is the relationship of the director to his or her 

audience? 

4. What are the best practices to facilitate rehearsal? 

5. How does self-directing impact the play-making 

process? 

6. How does peer-directing impact the makeup 

process? 

7. How does a vision impact the development of 

a makeup piece? 

 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Understanding the interdisciplinary and real 

world connections within a director’s concept 

for a production allows an audience to grasp 

the material by building on their prior 

knowledge or context of the world around 

them. 

2. Locating the resources needed to support a 

production informs and determines the 

production concept and requires strong 

research, reasoning, and problem-solving. 

3. Utilizing a director’s skills, such as organizing, 

blocking, preparing rehearsals, scheduling, and 

conceptualizing, promotes successful leaders. 

 

Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. Working with a production team fosters 

collaboration, independent thinking, critical 

response, problem-solving, and conflict resolution 

skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard: 3. Critically Respond 
 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 
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Standard: 3.  Critically Respond 

Prepared Graduates: 
 Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of theatre history, dramatic 

structure, dramatic literature, elements of style, genre, artistic theory, script 

analysis, and roles of theatre practitioners through research and application 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School – 

Fundamental Pathway 

 

Concepts and skills students master:  

 1. Analysis and evaluation of theatrical works  

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 

Competencies 

 

Students in the 

fundamental pathway can: 

a. Research the ways in 

which other artists 

have used self 

reflection to 

document and refine 

their work (DOK 1-2) 

b. Identify and describe 

orally and in writing the 

influence of other 

artists on the 

development of their 

own artistic work (DOK 

1-2) 

c. Demonstrate 

knowledge of 

conventional theatre 

vocabulary (DOK 1) 

d. Research the cultural 

and historical 

background of a 

specific play (DOK 1-

2) 

e. Communicate 

individual research 

to a collaborative 

team (DOK 1-2) 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. What can be gained by observing numerous and 

contrasting live performances? 

2. How does objectivity relate to experiencing a piece 

of art? 

3. Why is theatre live and what are the benefits of live 

theatrical performances? 

4. How should audience members and crew conduct 

themselves before, during, and after a 

performance? 

5. How do cultural and social issues impact the 

designer approach to a makeup design? 

6. Why do we perform? 

 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Practicing proper behavior and dress at a public 

performance validates one’s position as an adult in 

society. 

2. Investigating the importance of copyright laws in 

scriptwriting, set and costume design, script 

adaptation, and the use of music in production 

supports respect for these vocations and artists. 

3. Respecting the roles of the theatre family promotes 

maturity and social responsibility. 

 

Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. Proper etiquette in a theatrical environment helps 

the audience appreciate the production and 

translates to a greater respect for the arts. 
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Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 3.  Critically Respond 

Prepared Graduates: 
 Make informed, critical evaluations of theatrical performance from an audience 

member and a participant point of view, and develop a framework for making 

informed theatrical choices 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School – 

Fundamental Pathway 
Concepts and skills students master: 

 2. Evaluation of elements of drama, dramatic techniques, and 
theatrical conventions 

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 

Competencies 
Students in the 

fundamental pathway can: 

a. Critique and evaluate 

artistic choices and 

personal reactions to 

dramatic presentations 

using guidelines for 

evaluating a theatrical 

production (DOK 2-4) 

b. Investigate and 

compare common 

themes among 

theatre, various art 

forms, and content 

areas (DOK 1-3) 

c. Compare and contrast 

practices and methods 

of performance with 

the practices and 

methods of film, 

cinema, television, and 

electronic media (DOK 

2-3) 

d. Perform improvised 

scenes reflecting 

content, character and 

plot from 

representational 

dramatic literature 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. What are the guidelines for understanding a theatrical 

production? 

2. How can artistic choices affect a production? 

3. What types of themes and practices within a theatrical 

performance can be identified and compared with 

other medians? 

4. What criteria make a play performance better or 

worse than another? 

5. How does one write or speak about evaluations of 

theatrical works and performances?  

6. How can one self-evaluate how they performed in a 

production? 

7. How does audience reaction impact a performer? 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Analyzing and articulating knowledge of theatrical 

works from various cultures enhances a personal 

engagement with dramatic literature and awareness 

of other cultures and lifestyles. 

2. Responding to the study of modern theatre and 

various media and various cultures validates studies 

and proficiency in language arts, world languages, 

business, social studies, sciences, mathematics, 

physical education, and performing arts. 

3. Comparing and contrasting film and cinema and 

media presentations from various genres and cultures 

broadens the scope and appeal of artistic technologies 

from around the world. 
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(DOK 3-4) Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. Critical response to theatrical works objectifies and 

validates the importance of the field to the well-

rounded growth of the individual and the overall 

growth and functionality of school, community, and 

culture. 

 

 

 

Content Area: Drama and Theatre Arts 

Standard: 3.  Critically Respond 

Prepared Graduates: 
 Discern and demonstrate appropriate theatre etiquette and content for the audience, 

self, venue, technician, and performer 

 

Grade Level Expectation: High School – 

Fundamental Pathway 

 

Concepts and skills students master:  

 3. Respect for theatre, its practitioners, and conventions  

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness 
Competencies 

 

Students in the fundamental 

pathway can: 

a. Attend live performances of 

extended length and 

complexity, and demonstrate 

an understanding of the 

protocol of audience behavior 

appropriate to the style of 

the performance (DOK 1-2) 

b. Use group-generated 

criteria to assess one’s 

own work and the work of 

others (DOK 1-2) 

c. Demonstrate objectivity in 

Inquiry Questions:  

1. What can be gained by observing numerous 

and contrasting live performances? 

2. How does objectivity relate to experiencing a 

piece of art? 

3. Why is theatre live, and what are the benefits 

of live theatrical performances? 

4. How should audience members and crew 

conduct themselves before, during, and after 

a performance? 

5. How does a live performance enhance the 

creative process? 

6. How do performers support each other 

through the performance process? 
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assessing one’s personal 

abilities in creative endeavors 

and ability to receive and act 

upon coaching feedback and 

constructive criticism (DOK 

2-3) 

d. Devise specific methods 

for documenting and 

assessing one’s own 

artistic development 

throughout participation 

in a drama or theatre 

project  

e. Demonstrate a respect for 

copyright laws (DOK 2-4) 

f. Address the importance of 

timelines and personal 

responsibility as a 

member of a production 

ensemble (DOK 1-2) 

Relevance and Application: 

1. Practicing proper behavior and dress at a 

public performance validates one’s position as 

an adult in society. 

2. Investigating the importance of copyright 

laws in scriptwriting, set and costume design, 

script adaptation, and the use of music in 

production supports respect for these 

vocations and artists. 

3. Respecting the roles of the theatre family 

promotes maturity and social responsibility. 

4. Adhering to schedules, time restraints, and 

deadlines, and learning to prioritize are 

valuable life skills that promote positive social 

and work related relationships. 

 

Nature of Drama and Theatre Arts: 

1. Proper etiquette in a theatrical environment 

helps the audience appreciate the production 

and translates to a greater respect for the 

arts. 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Objectives 

 

Lesson 1: Introduction to Makeup, Lighting, Shadowing and Highlighting 

 Students will converse about the importance of theatrical makeup 

 Students will create a Straight Corrective makeup design on a schematic  

 Students will comprehend how highlight and shadow work hand in hand 

 Students will understand how lighting effects the shape of the human’s facial features 

Create: 2c 

Perform: 2c, 3d 

Critically Respond: 3c, 3d 

 

Lesson 2: Skin Care, Features of the Face and Elder Makeup 

 Students will memorize the list order of prepping the skin  

 Students will identify where the highlight and shadow are applied for elderly makeup 

 Students will complete a schematic of the wrinkles in the human face while collaborating 

with other students to observe other’s wrinkles and creases 

Create: 2b, 2c 

Perform: 2c, 3d 

Critically Respond: 3c, 3d 

 

Lesson 3: History of Makeup 

 Students will research eras of makeup history 

 Students will explore what time era for makeup influenced certain makeup trends today 
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 Students will focus on a specific era to focus on and present to the group upon 

Create: 2c 

Perform: 2c, 3d 

Critically Respond: 1a, 3c, 3d 

 

Lesson 4: Bruises, Scars, and Prosthetics 

 Students will experiment with scar wax and various prosthetic pieces (bullet holes, etc) 

 Students will address what colors and texture techniques create a bruise image 

 Students will familiarize themselves with spirit gum and blending prosthetics into the 

skin for a realistic image 

Create: 2b, 2c 

Perform: 2c 

Critically Respond: 3c, 3d 

 

Lesson 5: Final Personal Creation and Basic Stage Makeup Presentation 

 Students will integrate their knowledge from past lessons into creating their final 

application 

 Students will articulate why and how they created their final makeup piece in a 

presentation to the class 

 Students will find photos that inspire their final look to the class 

 Students will apply their final schematic to their face in class 

Create: 2c 

Perform: 2c, 2b, 3b 

Critically Respond: 1a, 1d, 1e, 3b, 3d, 3e, 3f 
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Work Sample IV  

Lesson Plans 

Lesson 1: Introduction to Makeup, Lighting, Shadowing and Highlighting. 
Number of participants: 5-25 

Classroom: Only one desk per person all faced towards the front of the classroom. 

Materials: Powerpoint, makeup schematic handouts and flashlight 

Age: 15-18 

Time: 90 minutes  

1) Learning Set 

1.1 Gain Attention Students will be seated at their desks and the teacher will have a 

picture of objects with the light hitting it at an angle. Students need 

to draw the shadowing to the best of their abilities. Discuss.  

1.2 Review/State 

Prerequisite 

“Last time we met, we just finished our unit on costume design so 

today, we are starting a new unit today on theatrical makeup. 

Throughout this unit, we will discuss shadowing and highlighting, 

skin care, elderly makeup, the history of makeup, prosthetics with 

bruises and scars, and wrap up the unit with actually applying the 

skills to your face.” 

 

Ask students who has had experience with stage makeup. Ask them 

what it was like, how it was applied, and where it was applied.  
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1.3 Objective Objectives for Unit: 

Students will engage in discussion and practice of how to enhance 

an actors facial features on stage, the journey of makeup through 

history, and how to apply simple stage makeup on themselves as 

well as peers. By the end of this unit, you all will apply simple stage 

makeup on yourself as well as a prosthetic. 

 

Teaching Objectives:  

1) To introduce and explain makeup history 

2) To introduce and explain helpful skin care techniques 

3) To outline the need and purpose of makeup 

4) To lead student discussion about topics for makeup designs 

5) To illuminate various makeup techniques that can fit with 

the mood and characters required from, in a production. 

Student Objectives:  

 Understand the need for Makeup and its purposes’ on stage 

 Create their own makeup design on a makeup schematic  

 Select a prostehtic image they would like to “turn in” 

 Use these tools for when they particpate in a performance 

 Identify the effect of lighting on the actor’s face 

 

Essential Questions: 

1) Why do we use makeup? 

2) How has makeup changed and stayed the same throughout 

the years?  

3) How do we create simple stage makeup? 

4) What is the need for theatrical makeup? 

 

Colorado Academic Standards for Theatre:  

Create 2c 

Perform 2c, 3d 

Critically Respond 3c, 3d 
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1.4 Advance 

Organizer 

1) So today we are going to learn the purpose of shadow and 

highlight in conjunction to certain lighting directions and 

moods.  

2) Students will be seated at their desks and the teacher will ask 

for a volunteer. The volunteer will come up to the front of the 

class standing in actor neutral stance with eyes in far focus. 

The teacher will turn off the lights so the room is shaded and 

shine the flash light at the volunteer from different angels. 

The students will write down what they see, what they feel, 

what they cant see. The lights will come back on and the 

students will share as a group what they saw for each angle. 

Teacher will explain how makeup can help assist with 

lighting through shadowing and highlighting.  

-How does each direction feel? What does it give and take away 

from the actor on stage? Any ideas on how makeup can help? 

 

3. Show the students the makeup used; Ben Nye 

2.) Present Information 

2.1 Describe Part 1: 

After the creating an image of lighting on an actors face, I now will 

present a powerpoint on what exactly shadowing and highlighting 

is. 

 Where do we put certain colors 

 Why certain shades are placed where they are 

Part 2: 

After describing basic understandings for makeup, I will ask if there 

are any questions. Then hand out makeup schematics.  

2.2 Demonstrate Part 1: 

There will be pictures in the slide show to help demonstrate 

Part 2: 

As shadowing and highlighting is explained, students will feel their 

face to get an idea of where the application would go. Then would 

take about 20 minutes to draw their own face schematic. Teacher 

will print off photo of celebrity face and the students will create a 

schematic to work on.  

3.) Students Refine Learning 
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3.1 Practice  Part 1: 

Students will be asked to work individually and draw the shadow 

and highlight on the schematic in the appropriate place. 

Part 2: 

Students will also be asked to compare with other students and add 

notes. Students will also write in the notes below how their image 

above may be altered due to a different lighting direction.  

3.2 Feedback Part 1: 

I will engage in viewing all the students finished schematics and 

compare/contrast them all.  

Part 2: 

We will close the unit by reviewing some photos of lighting so the 

students can show that they know where light is coming from onto 

the actor’s face. 

4.) Closure 

4.1 Summary The students and I will discuss what we have learned today by 

reviewing the Colorado State Standards. I will show each standard 

we covered and the students will tell me how we covered that 

standard.  

4.2 Transfer I will then ask the students how they believe this can help them 

outside of the theatre. Those who wear makeup if they may do 

something new or change a routine they use.  

4.3 Near Transfer  Now those who are in shows will be able to apply their straight 

corrective makeup themselves. Any questions moving forward? 

 

“Great job today everyone!  Next class we will move into skin care, 

and elderly makeup .” Have a great day!” 

 

 

Modifications for Special Needs: Students who are behind in a lecture or have learning 

disabilities will be accommodated – copies of the notes from the lectures can be provided. For 

students who struggle to write, the lecture can be recorded or volunteer a class note taker since 

the lesson contains quite a bit of lecture. Students with any effect to the flashlight is able to leave 

the room and supplied photos of the lightings to view. All handouts and slide shows will be in 

comic sans to assist any students with dyslexia or a reading disorder.  

Supplemental Materials: Makeup, handouts, color pencils 

Sources:  

Ben Nye 

Lectures from Bailey Hoover’s makeup course.  

 

 Lesson 2: Skin Care, Features of the face, and Elderly Makeup 
Number of participants: 5-25 

Classroom: Only one desk per person all faced towards the front of the classroom. 

Materials: Powerpoint, paper hand outs, coloring utensils, skin care products 
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Age: 15-18 

Time: 90 minutes  

1) Learning Set 

1.1 Gain Attention Lion face, Lemon face, and facial massages 

1.2 Review/State 

Prerequisite 

“Who here remembers what we went over in our last class?” 

(Answer is the highlight and shadowing techniques and where to put 

them on your face for straight corrective makeup). As we are 

massaging our faces in the gain attention I can review what we 

learned last time telling them to touch where the shadows and high 

lights go.  

 

After review, state that we will be focusing on Skin care and elderly 

makeup today.  
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1.3 Objective Objectives for Unit: 

Students will engage in discussion and practice of how to enhance 

an actor’s facial features on stage, the journey of makeup through 

history, and how to apply simple stage makeup on themselves as 

well as peers. By the end of this unit, you all will apply simple stage 

makeup on yourself as well as a prosthetic. 

 

Teaching Objectives:  

1) To introduce and explain makeup history 

2) To introduce and explain helpful skin care techniques 

3) To outline the need and purpose of makeup 

4) To lead student discussion about topics for makeup designs 

5) To illuminate various makeup techniques that can fit with 

the mood and characters required from, in a production. 

Student Objectives:  

 Understand the need for Makeup and its purposes’ on stage 

 Create their own makeup design on a makeup schematic  

 Select a prostehtic image they would like to “turn in” 

 Use these tools for when they particpate in a performance 

 Identify the effect of lighting on the actor’s face 

 

Essential Questions: 

1) Why do we use makeup? 

2) How has makeup changed and stayed the same throughout 

the years?  

3) How do we create simple stage makeup? 

4) What is the need for theatrical makeup? 

 

Colorado Academic Standards for Theatre:  

Create 2c 

Perform 2c, 3d 

Critically Respond 3c, 3d 
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1.4 Advance 

Organizer 

1. Attention Gain; stretching and massaging the face 

2. Review 

3. Objectives and Standards 

4. Advanced organizer 

5. Skin Care 

6. Elderly Makeup  

7. Elderly Makeup Schematic 

8. Summary Feedback Trivia game 

9. How to use these techniques outside the class room  

2.) Present Information 

2.1 Describe Part 1: 

We will start with the proper steps on how to wash and prep your 

face to apply stage makeup and how to care for your skin after the 

makeup is taken off. 

Part 2: 

After covering skin care, we will dive into how to apply makeup to 

create elderly makeup. Where the shadowing and highlighting goes, 

techniques, and tools to use when applying. 

2.2 Demonstrate Part 1: 

I will bring in my suggested brands of skin care to use and pass 

them around so students have an idea of what to look for and what 

to use for their kind of skin (oily or dry). 

Part 2: 

After explaining how to apply elderly makeup, I will show a video 

to help further demonstrate as well as passing around the actual 

makeup. 

3.) Students Refine Learning 

3.1 Practice  Part 1: 

The students will be placed into pairs and given the face schematic 

hand outs to draw the other persons face creases while they create 

different emotions. Creating different emotions create new creases 

and wrinkles to appear. (Practice with the skin care info will be 

placed in with the review trivia game).  

3.2 Feedback Part 1: 

A trivia question game to cover all we learned today so the students 

leave knowing what main aspects of todays lesson where the most 

important.  

4.) Closure 

4.1 Summary Summary and Feedback are sorta meshed together. During the trivia 

review, it summarizes the main aspects I want the students to walk 

away with. Then the trivia is ended with questions.  
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4.2 Transfer This can help students outside the classroom with keeping their 

faces clean and clear. Also can help people become aware of the 

creases they are making that may effect how they age later on. 

4.3 Near Transfer  Now those who are in shows will be able to apply their elderly 

makeup themselves. Any questions moving forward? 

 

“Great job today everyone!  Next class we will move into makeup 

history.” Have a great day!” 

 

 

Modifications for Special Needs: Students who are behind in a lecture or have learning 

disabilities will be accommodated – copies of the notes from the lectures can be provided. For 

students who struggle to write, the lecture can be recorded or volunteer a class note taker since 

the lesson contains quite a bit of lecture. All handouts and slide shows will be in comic sans font, 

to assist any students with dyslexia or any reading disorders. Any student who may have an 

allergy to any piece of the makeup is able to bring in a model to apply their makeup project onto. 

Supplemental Materials: Makeup, skin care products, handouts, color pencils/crayons 

Sources:  

Ben Nye 

Lectures from Bailey Hoover’s makeup course.  

Google Images 

 

 

Lesson 3: Makeup History 
Number of participants: 5-25 

Classroom: One desk per student facing the front board/powerpoint  

Materials: Projector, powerpoint, paper for notes, face schematics 

Age: 15-18 

Time: 90 minutes  

1) Learning Set 

1.1 Gain Attention The students will start with a word game where I will say a location 

or a person and they race to write as many words about that thing in 

a minute. So for example, if I said beach, the students would write 

down water, seashells, waves, etc. So I will say Eqyptians, Ancient 

Greece, The 80’s, Cleopatra.  

 

Students then can look at their lists later on in the class to see how 

their lists impacted the way the people applied their makeup.  

Commented [sm1]: You did not make any of the corrections 

I already sent back to you. 

Commented [sm2]: Because you did not make these 

corrections, I am not going to spend time on making them in 

the lessons below. 
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1.2 Review/State 

Prerequisite 

“As a reminder, we are in our Theatre Makeup Unit. By the end of 

this unit, you all will design your own makeup schematic to apply 

on your face for the class. Last class period we focused upon elderly 

makeup and skin care.  

Who can tell me the steps of facial care in order? 

Now tell me how we achieve a believable elderly makeup look? 

 

Today we will be focusing on makeup history and how makeup 

designs have evolved.  

 

What are some key time periods you know have had an impact on 

makeup? (expand upon the periods that are brought up).  
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1.3 Objective Objectives for Unit: 

Students will engage in discussion and practice of how to enhance 

an actor’s facial features on stage, the journey of makeup through 

history, and how to apply simple stage makeup on themselves as 

well as peers. By the end of this unit, you all will apply simple stage 

makeup on yourself as well as a prosthetic. 

 

Teaching Objectives:  

1) To introduce and explain makeup history 

2) To introduce and explain helpful skin care techniques 

3) To outline the need and purpose of makeup 

4) To lead student discussion about topics for makeup designs 

5) To illuminate various makeup techniques that can fit with 

the mood and characters required from, in a production. 

Student Objectives:  

 Understand the need for Makeup and its purposes’ on stage 

 Create their own makeup design on a makeup schematic  

 Select a prostehtic image they would like to “turn in” 

 Use these tools for when they particpate in a performance 

 Identify the effect of lighting on the actor’s face 

 

Essential Questions: 

1) Why do we use makeup? 

2) How has makeup changed and stayed the same throughout 

the years?  

3) How do we create simple stage makeup? 

4) What is the need for theatrical makeup? 

 

Colorado Academic Standards for Theatre:  

Create: 2c 

Perform: 2c, 3d 

Critically Respond: 1a, 3c, 3d 
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1.1 Advance 

Organizer 

1) Word Game Warm up  

2) Review 

3) Objectives and Standards 

4) Advanced Organizer 

5) Makeup History power point 

6) History Makeup activity 

7) Presentations and summary 

8) How to use this information outside of the classroom and closure 

2.) Present Information 

2.1 Describe The students will take notes on the powerpoint of makeup history. 

This involves Ancient Egyptians, Ancient Greece, Late Middle 

Ages, 1900’s, and 2000 to today.  

2.2 Demonstrate Within the powerpoint are photos of each time period as well as a 

few videos demonstrating how to apply the makeup. If there is time 

or a volunteer, I will apply the student’s choice in time period 

makeup, onto a students face.  

3.) Students Refine Learning 

3.1 Practice  Students will be split into groups of  3-4 and will pull out a makeup 

time period to focus on for the assignment. With there time period, 

students will find three assisting documents of makeup designs from 

the period. These will inspire the students to create their own design 

onto the face schematic. After the students have their design, they 

will present for 2-3 minutes on what they did, how it fits with the 

time period, and why they did what they did.  

3.2 Feedback Part 1: 

I will engage in critique and discussion regarding the evolution of 

makeup. What has carried through, come back around, changed, etc. 

 

Part 2: 

Students will look at their peers work in relation to time period 

designs and provide feedback.   

4.) Closure 

4.1 Summary I will review each standard we covered and the students will tell me 

how we covered that standard.  

4.2 Transfer “How did this workshop relate to your real life? How can you use 

what we learned today in your daily life? How does makeup affect 

you and society daily?” 

4.3 Near Transfer  How is knowing makeup history a vital thing moving forward with 

applying theatrical makeup?” “Why is this important to understand 

for performances?”  

 

Modifications for Special Needs: Students who are behind in a lecture or have learning 

disabilities will be accommodated – copies of the notes from the lectures can be provided. For 
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students who struggle to write, the lecture can be recorded or volunteer a class note taker since 

the lesson contains quite a bit of lecture. All handouts and slide shows will be in comic sans font, 

to assist any students with dyslexia or any reading disorders. Any student who may have an 

allergy to any piece of the makeup is able to bring in a model to apply their makeup project onto. 

Supplemental Materials: Makeup, skin care products, handouts, color pencils/crayons 

Sources:  

Ben Nye 

Lectures from Bailey Hoover’s makeup course.  

Google Images 

    Lesson 4: Bruises, Scars, and Prosthetics 

Number of participants: 5-25 

Classroom: Desks setup in classroom facing the front but will be moved throughout class 

Materials: Teacher has scar wax, spirit gum, and prosthetic examples. Powerpoint and paper for 

notes needed 

Age: 15-18 

Time: 90 minutes  

1) Learning Set 

1.1 Gain Attention Students will watch aa video on how extreme prosthetics were 

applied to Danny DeVito when he played Penguin in Batman: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RAE8PXsUM4 

1.2 Review/State 

Prerequisite 

As a reminder, we are in our Theatre Makeup Unit. By the end of 

this unit, you all will design your own makeup schematic to apply 

on your face for the class. Last class period we focused upon 

makeup history. Who can tell me what aspects stuck out from each 

time period?  

(Expand from there about the time periods) 
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1.3 Objective Objectives for Unit: 

Students will engage in discussion and practice of how to enhance 

an actor’s facial features on stage, the journey of makeup through 

history, and how to apply simple stage makeup on themselves as 

well as peers. By the end of this unit, you all will apply simple stage 

makeup on yourself as well as a prosthetic. 

 

Teaching Objectives:  

1) To introduce and explain makeup history 

2) To introduce and explain helpful skin care techniques 

3) To outline the need and purpose of makeup 

4) To lead student discussion about topics for makeup designs 

5) To illuminate various makeup techniques that can fit with 

the mood and characters required from, in a production. 

Student Objectives:  

 Understand the need for Makeup and its purposes’ on stage 

 Create their own makeup design on a makeup schematic  

 Select a prostehtic image they would like to “turn in” 

 Use these tools for when they particpate in a performance 

 Identify the effect of lighting on the actor’s face 

 

Essential Questions: 

1) Why do we use makeup? 

2) How has makeup changed and stayed the same throughout 

the years?  

3) How do we create simple stage makeup? 

4) What is the need for theatrical makeup? 

 

Colorado Academic Standards for Theatre:  

Create: 2b, 2c 

Perform: 2c 

Critically Respond: 3c, 3d 

1.1 Advance 

Organizer 

1) Batman Penguin prosthetic video 

2) Review 

3) Standards and objectives 

4) Demonstration and lecture 

5) Playing with makeup activity  

6) Summary 

7) How can this help you outside the classroom and closure 

2.) Present Information 
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2.1 Describe After watching the videos and such, I will pass around the scar wax, 

tools, spirit gum, fake blood, and prosthetic pieces and explain how 

they are used and what they are.  

2.2 Demonstrate I will have a student volunteer to be my model as I apply a bruise 

and bullet hole to their face. This way students can physically see 

how to paint on a bruise and prosthetics so it is believable.  

 

3.) Students Refine Learning 

3.1 Practice  After my demonstration, students will partner up and apply a bruise 

onto the partner. (Scar wax will not be used incase any student is 

allergic to latex) 

3.2 Feedback Part 1: 

I will engage in conversation about how well students worked with 

applying the bruise. What was hard and what was easy? 

 

Part 2: 

Students will look at their peers work in applying a bruise and 

provide feedback.   

4.) Closure 

4.1 Summary I will review each standard we covered and the students will tell me 

how we covered that standard. We will also how go over how to 

apply prosthetics again.  

4.2 Transfer “How did this workshop relate to your real life? How can you use 

what we learned today in your daily life?  

4.3 Near Transfer  How could todays lesson play a part in your final makeup design? 

Tonight tell me the materials you need for your final and have your 

face schematic done so you can refer to it when you apply it 

tomorrow. 

 

Modifications for Special Needs: Students who are behind in a lecture or have learning 

disabilities will be accommodated – copies of the notes from the lectures can be provided. For 

students who struggle to write, the lecture can be recorded or volunteer a class note taker since 

the lesson contains quite a bit of lecture. All handouts and slide shows will be in comic sans font, 

to assist any students with dyslexia or any reading disorders. Any student who may have an 

allergy to any piece of the makeup is able to bring in a model to apply their makeup project onto. 

Supplemental Materials: Makeup, skin care products, handouts, color pencils/crayons 

Sources:  

Ben Nye 

Lectures from Bailey Hoover’s makeup course.  

Google Images 

 

 

Lesson 5: Final Personal Creation and Basic Stage Makeup Presentation 

Number of participants: 5-25 
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Classroom: Desks in rows facing mirrors around the room  

Materials: Makeup supplies that fit the student’s design 

Age: 15-18 

Time: 90 minutes  

1) Learning Set 

1.1 Gain Attention The class will be heavily lecture and sitting down based so to keep 

the students from falling asleep, we will play a round of Zip Zap 

Zop. This will assist the students in improving their concentration 

for the class.  

1.2 Review/State 

Prerequisite 

Today is where we apply our fantasy finals! This was broad for a 

reason so everyone could do a fun design of their choice that fits 

into the rubric requirements. Make sure you show me your 

schematic before you start and the last twenty minutes we will come 

together.  
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1.3 Objective Objectives for Unit: 

Students will engage in discussion and practice of how to enhance 

an actor’s facial features on stage, the journey of makeup through 

history, and how to apply simple stage makeup on themselves as 

well as peers. By the end of this unit, you all will apply simple stage 

makeup on yourself as well as a prosthetic. 

 

Teaching Objectives:  

1) To introduce and explain makeup history 

2) To introduce and explain helpful skin care techniques 

3) To outline the need and purpose of makeup 

4) To lead student discussion about topics for makeup designs 

5) To illuminate various makeup techniques that can fit with 

the mood and characters required from, in a production. 

Student Objectives:  

 Understand the need for Makeup and its purposes’ on stage 

 Create their own makeup design on a makeup schematic  

 Select a prostehtic image they would like to “turn in” 

 Use these tools for when they particpate in a performance 

 Identify the effect of lighting on the actor’s face 

 

Essential Questions: 

1) Why do we use makeup? 

2) How has makeup changed and stayed the same throughout 

the years?  

3) How do we create simple stage makeup? 

4) What is the need for theatrical makeup? 

 

Colorado Academic Standards for Theatre:  

Create: 2c 

Perform: 2c, 2b, 3b 

Critically Respond: 1a, 1d, 1e, 3b, 3d, 3e, 3f 

1.1 Advance 

Organizer 

1) Attention Getter (10 minutes)  

2) Creating outline/story arc for Devised piece (20 minutes)  

3) Decide on images, tableaus, integrated art that students will put 

into piece (40 minutes)  

4) Perform final piece (20 minutes)  

2.) Present Information 
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2.1 Describe I will have my past information on how to apply certain things at the 

front for students to refer to as well as asking me as I walk around 

the room. 

2.2 Demonstrate Today is a work day but they have their schematics to refer to.  

 

3.) Students Refine Learning 

3.1 Practice  Students apply their final design to their faces.  

3.2 Feedback The last twenty minutes of class we will come together so everyone 

can see each other’s designs. Each student will briefly explain why 

they did what they did and how they applied it. And students will 

write down feedback and compliments for the students, to give to 

them at the end of class.  

4.) Closure 

4.1 Summary Summary is in the feedback papers from the students 

4.2 Transfer How will this final assist you outside of class? 

4.3 Near Transfer  Do you personally feel more confident within the theatre if you 

were needed to apply makeup? 

 

 

Modifications for Special Needs: Students who are behind in a lecture or have learning 

disabilities will be accommodated – copies of the notes from the lectures can be provided. For 

students who struggle to write, the lecture can be recorded or volunteer a class note taker since 

the lesson contains quite a bit of lecture. All handouts and slide shows will be in comic sans font, 

to assist any students with dyslexia or any reading disorders. Any student who may have an 

allergy to any piece of the makeup is able to bring in a model to apply their makeup project onto. 

Supplemental Materials: Makeup, skin care products, handouts, color pencils/crayons 

Sources:  

Ben Nye 

 

 

 

 

 

Work Sample V 
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Pre-Assessment, Post-Assessment, and 

Performance Rubric 

Name: _______________________________   Date: ___________________ 

Beginning Design 

Spring 2018 

Theatrical Makeup 

Pre-Assessment 

 

1) What does makeup mean to you? (1 points) 

 

 

 

Choose the best answer (1 point each). 

 

2) What is not a significant time for makeup development?  

a. Ancient Egyptians 

b. 1930s 

c. Ancient Greece 

d. 1980s 

3) What is not a step for facial skin care? 

a. Facial wash 

b. Black Peel face mask 

c. Lotion 

d. Tone 

4) What colors are used to create a bruise? 

a. Purple, Blue, Green, Pink 

b. Fuchsia, Orange, Navy Blue, Purple 

c. Yellow, Red, Burgundy, Dark purple 

d. Black, Turquoise, Red, Lemon 

5) Who started makeup history? 
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a. America 

b. Greece 

c. Ms. Glide 

d. Egypt 

 

Define and describe the following terms (2 points each): 

 

6) Straight Corrective 

 

 

 

7) Prosthetics 

 

 

 

8) Highlight and Shadow 

 

 

 

9) Ben Nye 

 

 

 

10) Facial Skin Care Steps 

 

 

 

 

In your own words, how do you apply believable elderly makeup (5 points). 
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Total: _____/20 

Name: _______________________________   Date: ___________________ 

Beginning Design 

Spring 2018 

Theatrical Makeup 

Pre-Assessment Key 

 

1) What does makeup mean to you? (1 points) 

This answer is completely the students opinion, for me makeup is a key way I express who I 

am and feel confident in my looks.  

 

 

Choose the best answer (1 point each). 

 

2) What is not a significant time for makeup development?  

a. Ancient Egyptians 

b. 1930s 

c. Ancient Greece 

d. 1980s 

3) What is not a step for facial skin care? 

a. Facial wash 

b. Black Peel face mask 

c. Lotion 

d. Tone 

4) What colors are used to create a bruise? 

a. Purple, Blue, Green, Pink 

b. Fuchsia, Orange, Navy Blue, Purple 

c. Yellow, Red, Burgundy, Dark purple 

d. Black, Turquoise, Red, Lemon 

5) Who started makeup history? 

a. America 
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b. Greece 

c. Ms. Glide 

d. Egypt 

 

Define and describe the following terms (2 points each): 

 

6) Straight Corrective 

 Full foundation to the actors face with contouring the temples, cheek bones, jawline, 

chin, nose, and eye balls of the actor with highlight and shadow. Powder at the end with light 

rouge on cheeks and lips.  

 

 

7) Prosthetics 

An artificial feature or piece of flexible material applied to a person's face or body to change 

their appearance temporarily. 

 

 

8) Highlight and Shadow 

A creme foundation cosmetic used to pop out the features on the face that protrude (highlight) 

and to darken the features on the face that sink in (shadow).  

 

9) Ben Nye 

The theatrical makeup brand we use a majority of the time in theatre productions. 

 

10) Facial Skin Care Steps 

(If makeup is on previously, wipe off with makeup remover) 

Wash Face 

Exfoliate Face 

Toner (seals off pores with an “extra barrier” 

Moisturize face 

Primer (optional) 
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In your own words, how do you apply believable elderly makeup (5 points). 

By making different facial expressions, you can locate the face’s creases. With this you can 

apply shadow into the creases and highlight above it, to emphasize the crease, forming wrinkles. 

This is applied on the forehead creases, the nose, under the eyes, the corner of the eye, the laugh 

line, the cheeks, and the chin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total: _____/20 

 

Name: _______________________________   Date: ___________________ 

Beginning Design 

Spring 2018 

Theatrical Makeup 

Post-Assessment 
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1) What does makeup mean to you? (1 points) 

 

 

 

Choose the best answer (1 point each). 

 

2) What is not a significant time for makeup development?  

a. Ancient Egyptians 

b. 1930s 

c. Ancient Greece 

d. 1980s 

3) What is not a step for facial skin care? 

a. Facial wash 

b. Black Peel face mask 

c. Lotion 

d. Tone 

4) What colors are used to create a bruise? 

a. Purple, Blue, Green, Pink 

b. Fuchsia, Orange, Navy Blue, Purple 

c. Yellow, Red, Burgundy, Dark purple 

d. Black, Turquoise, Red, Lemon 

5) Who started makeup history? 

a. America 

b. Greece 

c. Ms. Glide 

d. Egypt 

 

Define and describe the following terms (2 points each): 

 

6) Straight Corrective 
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7) Prosthetics 

 

 

 

8) Highlight and Shadow 

 

 

 

9) Ben Nye 

 

 

 

10) Facial Skin Care Steps 

 

 

 

 

In your own words, how do you apply believable elderly makeup (5 points). 

 

Total: _____/20 

Name: _______________________________   Date: ___________________ 

Beginning Design 

Spring 2018 

Theatrical Makeup 

Post-Assessment Key 

 

1) What does makeup mean to you? (1 points) 

This answer is completely the students opinion, for me makeup is a key way I express who I 

am and feel confident in my looks.  

 

 

Choose the best answer (1 point each). 
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2) What is not a significant time for makeup development?  

a. Ancient Egyptians 

b. 1930s 

c. Ancient Greece 

d. 1980s 

3) What is not a step for facial skin care? 

a. Facial wash 

b. Black Peel face mask 

c. Lotion 

d. Tone 

4) What colors are used to create a bruise? 

a. Purple, Blue, Green, Pink 

b. Fuchsia, Orange, Navy Blue, Purple 

c. Yellow, Red, Burgundy, Dark purple 

d. Black, Turquoise, Red, Lemon 

5) Who started makeup history? 

a. America 

b. Greece 

c. Ms. Glide 

d. Egypt 

 

Define and describe the following terms (2 points each): 

 

6) Straight Corrective 

 Full foundation to the actors face with contouring the temples, cheek bones, jawline, 

chin, nose, and eye balls of the actor with highlight and shadow. Powder at the end with light 

rouge on cheeks and lips.  

 

 

7) Prosthetics 
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An artificial feature or piece of flexible material applied to a person's face or body to change 

their appearance temporarily. 

 

 

8) Highlight and Shadow 

A creme foundation cosmetic used to pop out the features on the face that protrude (highlight) 

and to darken the features on the face that sink in (shadow).  

 

9) Ben Nye 

The theatrical makeup brand we use a majority of the time in theatre productions. 

 

10) Facial Skin Care Steps 

(If makeup is on previously, wipe off with makeup remover) 

Wash Face 

Exfoliate Face 

Toner (seals off pores with an “extra barrier” 

Moisturize face 

Primer (optional) 

 

In your own words, how do you apply believable elderly makeup (5 points). 

By making different facial expressions, you can locate the face’s creases. With this you can 

apply shadow into the creases and highlight above it, to emphasize the crease, forming wrinkles. 

This is applied on the forehead creases, the nose, under the eyes, the corner of the eye, the laugh 

line, the cheeks, and the chin.  

 

Total: _____/20 

 

Self-Reflection 

 

1) Describe which elements of the unit you used within the final makeup design? (5 points). 

Full points rewarded if blending, dabbing, color schemes, and special effects are mentioned. 

 

 

2) What went well in your final? What was challenging about your process finding a design 

to apply? How did you overcome that challenge? (4 point) 
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Full points for addressing one positive aspect of their design and for addressing one challenge 

and its solution.  

 

 

3) If you were to apply this piece again, what would you do differently? (3 point) 

Any idea or suggestion that the student feels would improve their final makeup design. 

 

 

 

4) What was your favorite part of this unit? How will that element help you grow as either 

an actor or designer? (3 point) 

Any answer accepted as long as it is justified. 

 

Total: _____/35 

 

 

 

 

Work Sample VI 

Analysis of Pre-Assessment and Post-

Assessment 

 
Pre-Assessment Scores 

 

 

Student Score (__/20) Percentage 

Student A 9/20 45% 

Student B 13/20 65% 

Student C 6/20 30% 

Student D 6/20 30% 
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Student E 5/20 25% 

Student F 8/20 40% 

Student G 10/20 50% 

Student H 6/20 30% 

Student I 9/20 45% 

Student J 4/20 20% 

 

 

Post-Assessment Scores 

 

Student Score (__/20) Percentage 

Student A 16/20 80% 

Student B 20/20 100% 

Student C 17/20 85% 

Student D 15/20 75% 

Student E 18/20 90% 

Student F 20/20 100% 

Student G 20/20 100% 

Student H 19/20 95% 

Student I 16/20 80% 

Student J 14/20 70% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph Representation of Pre-Assessment and Post-Assessment Scores 
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Final Design Rubric Scores 

 

Student Score (__/40) Percentage 

Student A 37/40 93% 

Student B 36/40 90% 

Student C 40/40 100% 

Student D 38/40 95% 

Student E 35/40 88% 

Student F 40/40 100% 

Student G 38/40 95% 

Student H 36/40 90% 

Student I 37/40 93% 

Student J 35/40 88% 

 

 

Analysis of Pre-Assessment 

 

The pre-assessment is a written assessment with questions about theatrical makeup. The 

first questions asks what makeup means to us as people. The next three questions touch on 

makeup history, colors used for bruises, and facial skin care routines. Then there are definitions 

to be filled involving makeup techniques, products, and brands. Then it ends with students being 

asked how to apply a believable design of elderly makeup. The pre-assessment is worth 20 

points. 
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The pre-assessment is administered on the first day of the unit, and the students are 

allowed approximately 15 minutes to complete it. These questions about content and relevancy 

will allow me to determine what the students know about makeup within the theatre. I will 

remind the students that, for the purpose of this assessment, they will not be graded on whether 

their answers are correct or not; completing the assessment and attempting to answer each 

question is most important. This assessment will also benefit the students because as they learn 

the content, they will know what main ideas are important to understand. 

The scores on this assessment show a relatively wide range of prior knowledge of 

Theatrical Makeup. The lowest score was a 20%, and the highest score was a 65%. The majority 

of students fell in the 25-50% range. Some of the students were familiar with a few of the terms 

and were able to vaguely describe their meaning. These lower scores allowed me to determine 

how much detail I needed to include in my lessons and how I needed to clearly define all 

vocabulary terms in order for all students to be on the same level of understanding and precede 

with the unit. 

 

Analysis of Post-Assessment 

  

For the written portion of the post-assessment, I created an extended version of the pre-

assessment worth 20 points. The multiple-choice and short answer items from the pre-assessment 

were included. I also added a self-reflection portion where the students were asked to reflect on 

their final makeup design which they applied on themselves. The last question on the post-

assessment asked for the students’ opinions on what their favorite element of the unit. The 

content questions are beneficial to me as a teacher because I am able to measure students’ growth 

and determine what material was taught well. The self-reflection questions are especially helpful 

for both me as well as the students. It gives them the opportunity to formally reflect on their 

learning and their performance. It also allows me to see what they thought of Theatrical makeup 

and how the tasks will help them as actors and creators.  

 The post-assessment is administered on the final day of the unit after the students have 

applied their final design. They are allowed about 20 minutes to complete the assessment. This 

assessment does count for a grade, as it is to measure their knowledge of the content. The first 

portion of the assessment is graded based off of accuracy, and the second self-reflection portion 

is graded based off of relevant and complete short responses. 

 I was very pleased with the scores my students received on the post-assessment. Most of 

the scores were above an 80% and demonstrated measurable growth. Three students received a 

100%. The lowest score was a 70% by Student J; however, this student also had the lowest score 

on the pre-assessment, 20%. All students received a passing grade and were able to demonstrate 

growth and some knowledge of the content. The majority of points lost across all assessments 

were in the short-answer sections in which many students received partial credit. All students 

completed the self-reflection section, and all answers were well thought out. To improve 

students’ scores in the future for this unit, I will provide some sort of study guide or guided notes 

to highlight key content information for students. 
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Understanding by Design  
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Stage 1: Identify Desired Results 

Established Goals 
1. Create  

     C 2b, C 2c 

2. Perform  

  P 2c, P 3d 

3. Critically Respond  

  CR 1a, CR, 1d, CR 1e, CR, 3b, CR 3d, CR 3e, CR 3f 

 

Individual Lesson Objectives 

Lesson 1: Introduction to Makeup, Lighting, Shadowing and Highlighting 

 Students will converse about the importance of theatrical makeup 

 Students will create a Straight Corrective makeup design on a schematic  

 Students will comprehend how highlight and shadow work hand in hand 

 Students will understand how lighting effects the shape of the human’s facial features 

Lesson 2: Skin Care, Features of the Face and Elderly Makeup 

 Students will memorize the list order for prepping the skin  

 Students will identify where the highlight and shadow is applied for elderly makeup 

 Students will complete a schematic of the wrinkles in the human face while collaborating 

with other students to observe other’s wrinkles and creases 

Lesson 3: History of Makeup 

 Students will research eras of makeup history 

 Students will explore what time era for makeup influenced certain makeup trends today 

 Students will focus on a specific era to focus on and present to the group upon 

Lesson 4: Bruises, Scars, and Prosthetics 

 Students will experiment with scar wax and various prosthetic pieces (bullet holes, etc.) 

 Students will address what colors and texture techniques create a bruise image 

 Students will familiarize themselves with spirit gum and blending prosthetics into the 

skin for a realistic image 

Lesson 5: Final Personal Creation and Basic Stage Makeup Presentation 

 Students will integrate their knowledge from past lessons into creating their final 

application 

 Students will articulate why and how they created their final makeup piece in a 

presentation to the class 

 Students will find photos that inspire their final look to the class 

 Students will apply their final schematic to their face in class 
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Enduring Understandings 

Students will understand that… 

After this unit, students will understand 

the history and influence that theatrical 

makeup holds on performance’s 

advancements by further expressing 

characters to audiences resulting in a 

clear story on stage. Students practice 

and strengthen skills that they may have 

already learned in previous 

performances requiring theatrical 

makeup or day to day appliance of 

makeup. Students will also select their 

choice of fantasy makeup design and 

create their makeup schematic upon 

their faces for a final presentation and 

submission. This will enable students to 

grow within backstage requirements of 

the theatre instead of just acting and 

performing. Students will grow in 

understanding the influences of a 

different makeup techniques and how 

the makeup design affects the 

audience’s interpretation of a character 

and provides further understanding of 

the people’s important characteristics 

within the show. Students will grow in 

collaborating with their peers within 

selecting, creating, and presenting a 

final theatrical makeup design.  

 

Essential Questions 

 

How can current issues impact makeup designs? 

 

How do personal experiences with social issues impact 

an actor’s work in production? 

 

How do social issues impact makeup designs? 

 

How can other art forms (music, dance, visual art) 

influence makeup? 

 

In what ways can we incorporate makeup outside of 

theatre? 

 

How does a set and props impact the makeup? 

 

How will demonstrations help create the final product 

for this unit? 

 

How can looking at other plays help structure our final 

product? 

 

How has makeup impacted society over the years? 

 

How does culture impact creation of makeup designs? 

 

What elements should be considered before creating 

schematics regarding culture? 

 

How can we incorporate technology into makeup? 

 

How is hands-on learning vital to facial schematics? 

 

How does a live performance enhance the makeup’s 

purpose? 

 

How do performers support each other through the 

performance process? 
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Students will know… 

 What key knowledge and skills 

students acquire as a result of this 

unit? 
Students will know how to apply 

straight corrective, how ti clean your 

face properly, how to apply elderly 

makeup, how to create bruises and 

prosthetics, how makeup has 

transformed throughout history, and 

what different pieces of cosmetics are. 

 

Students will be able to… 

Students will practice and strengthen makeup skills by 

receiving hands on learning with theatrical makeup. 

They will be able to incorporate makeups history to 

understand their present-day designs. They will also 

understand how to apply certain cosmetics and special 

effects material and how they work. These 

understanding of how to apply makeup will complete 

the look of any character put on stage with the correct 

identity and unique characteristics.  

 

 

 

 

Stage 2: Determine Evidence for Assessing Learning 
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Performance Tasks: 

 Through what authentic 

performance tasks will 

students demonstrate the 

desired understandings? 

 

Lesson 1: Placing a straight 

corrective design on their face 

schematic handout  

Lesson 2: Passing trivia games and 

feeling each other’s face for the 

creases to draw on the schematic 

for elderly makeup. 

Lesson 3: Creating a makeup 

design on a specific time period.  

Lesson 4: By applying bruises to 

their faces with the correct color 

palette.   

Lesson 5: Combine all they have 

learned to apply their own makeup 

design in class to themselves to 

present to the class. 

Overall Unit: Exploration, 

practice, and execution of basic 

makeup techniques in theatre. 

 

 By what criteria will 

performances of 

understanding be judged?  

 

Pre-assessment and post-

assessment to measure growth in 

students’ learning about Theatrical 

Makeup and its impact. 

 

Final application and design rubric 

Demonstrations 

Preparation with schematics 

Guided Notes 

 

Other Evidence: 

 Through what other evidence (e.g., quizzes, tests, 

academic prompts, observations, homework, 

journals) will students demonstrate achievement of 

the desired results?  

 

Group discussion, exercise selection and justifications, 

reflections, in-class participation, reading feedback 

 

Feedback questions/discussion 

 How will students reflect upon and self-assess their 

learning? 

Lesson 1 

What is straight corrective makeup? 

Why do we use straight corrective frequently?  

How do we apply straight corrective? 

Why is highlight and shadow blending so vital? 

Lesson 2 

What is skin care? 

How does one apply believable elderly makeup? 

How do you integrate the features of the face instead of 

adding foreign aspects? 

Lesson 3 

How has makeup changed and stayed the same over time? 

What did makeup mean social status wise? 

Why is it important to understand makeup’s history when 

applying designs today? 

Lesson 4 

How do we apply prosthetics and scars to a face? 

How do you create a realistic bruise? 

What is used to create these special effects? 

Lesson 5  

How did it feel to put the entire process together in one 

design? 

If you were to do this design again, what would you change? 

Describe the design from today; did it go well? Why or why 

not?   
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Stage 3: Build Learning Plan 

Learning Activities: 

What learning experiences and instruction will enable students to achieve the desired results? 

How will the design… 

 Help students know Where the unit is going and What is expected?  

Daily objectives and critical questions will be presented. Students will review and discuss prior 

knowledge. Expectations and instructions for group and individual activities will be clearly 

articulated. The daily agenda will always be presented. 

 

 Hook all students and Hold their interest?  

Lesson 1: Drawing objects in lighting with shadows 

Lesson 2: Facial Massages 

Lesson 3: Word Game 

Lesson 4: Batman Penguin makeup video 

Lesson 5: Zip Zap Zop 

 

 Equip students, help them Experience the key ideas and Explore the issues?  

Lesson 1: Students will draw pictures of shadowing in comparison to blending makeup, and 

receive feedback from their peers.  

Lesson 2: Students will feel and mess with their faces to explore the features and creases of 

facial expressions that will be seen on stage. Then these creases are drawn to reference to when 

applying the makeup.  

Lesson 3: Students will explore the different time periods in where makeup evolved and will 

create their own design inspired by the time period chosen for them.  

Lesson 4: Students will be hands on and play with prosthetics on their faces.  

Lesson 5: Students will create their own design on a schematic and apply it in class to explain to 

their peers of the process. 

 

 Provide opportunities to Rethink and Revise their understandings and work?  

Lesson 1: As students create their own facial schematic, they will receive feedback from the 

class.  

Lesson 2: After being quizzed and receiving back answers, students will understand and 

memorize the process of skin care.   

Lesson 3: As students explore each time period for makeup, they can see where their original 

idea of the makeup during the time was correct and wrong.  

Lesson 4: The students will apply bruises to their faces and the class will provide feedback.   

Lesson 5: The students will apply their final design and get anonymous feedback from their 

classmates.  

 

 Allow students to Evaluate their work and its implications?  

There will always be a group discussion to close classes as well as feedback from peers.  
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Tailoring to all needs: Modifications for Special Needs: Students who are behind in a lecture or 

have learning disabilities will be accommodated – copies of the notes from the lectures can be 

provided. For students who struggle to write, the lecture can be recorded or volunteer a class note 

taker since the lesson contains quite a bit of lecture. All handouts and slide shows will be in 

comic sans font, to assist any students with dyslexia or any reading disorders. Any student who 

may have an allergy to any piece of the makeup is able to bring in a model to apply their makeup 

project onto. 

 

 
 

  


